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Determination of nuclear parton distributions
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Parametrization of nuclear parton distributions is investigated in the leading order ofas . The parton distri-
butions are provided atQ251 GeV2 with a number of parameters, which are determined by ax2 analysis of
the data on nuclear structure functions. A quadratic or cubic functional form is assumed for the initial distri-
butions. Although valence quark distributions in the mediumx region are relatively well determined, the small
x distributions depend slightly on the assumed functional form. It is difficult to determine the antiquark
distributions at mediumx and gluon distributions. From the analysis, we propose parton distributions atQ2

51 GeV2 for nuclei from deuteron to heavy ones with a mass numberA;208. They are provided either
analytical expressions or computer subroutines for practical usage. Our studies should be important for under-
standing the physics mechanism of the nuclear modification and also for applications to heavy-ion reactions.
This kind of nuclear parametrization should also affect existing parametrization studies in the nucleon because
‘‘nuclear’’ data are partially used for obtaining the optimum distributions in the ‘‘nucleon.’’
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I. INTRODUCTION

Unpolarized parton distributions in the nucleon are n
well determined in the region from very smallx to largex by
using various experimental data. There are abundant dat
electron and muon deep inelastic scattering. In addit
there are available data from neutrino reactions, Drell-Y
processes,W production, direct photon production, and ot
ers. The optimum parton distributions are determined so a
fit these experimental data. Initial distributions are assum
at a fixedQ2 with parameters, which are determined by ax2

analysis. Now, there are three major groups, CTEQ~Coordi-
nated Theoretical/Experimental Project on QCD Pheno
enology and Tests of the Standard Model! @1#, GRV ~Glück,
Reya, and Vogt! @2#, and MRS~Martin, Roberts, and Stirling!
@3#, which have been investigating the unpolarized para
etrization.

Because the distributions themselves are associated
nonperturbative quantum chromodynamics~QCD!, they can-
not be described precisely by theoretical methods at
stage. Therefore, the determination enables us to unders
the internal structure of the nucleon and, hence, to test
nonperturbative hadron models. In addition, the parton
tributions are always necessary for calculating cross sect
of high-energy reactions involving a nucleon. Furthermo
there is additional importance in determining the futu
physics direction. If the distributions are precisely know
any experimental deviation from theoretical predictio
should indicate new physics beyond the standard model—
example, a signature of subquark system.

The situation is worse in polarized distributions. Longit
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dinally polarized distributions have been investigated in
last decade. From analyses of many polarized electron
muon deep inelastic experimental data, several paramet
tions have been proposed. Neutrino, Drell-Yan, and ot
data are not available unlike unpolarized studies, so that
tiquark and gluon distributions cannot be determined ac
rately at this stage@4#. A more precise determination shou
be done by the BNL polarized Relativistic Heavy Ion Co
lider ~RHIC! experiments in the near future.

It is well known that nuclear parton distributions a
modified from the corresponding ones in the nucleon acco
ing to the measurements of nuclearF2 structure functions
@5#. BecauseF2 is expected to be dominated by sea- a
valence-quark distributions at small and largex, respectively,
modification of each distribution should be determined byF2
measurements in the small or largex region. However, it is
not straightforward to find the detailedx dependence of thes
distributions. Furthermore, it is also not obvious how nucle
gluon distributions are constrained by theF2 data. There are
trials to obtain the distributions from the data in a mod
dependent way@6# and in a model independent way by E
kola, Kolhinen, and Ruuskanen@7#; however, they are notx2

analyses. Therefore, this paper is intended to pioneer thex2

analysis study for obtaining optimum nuclear parton dis
butions@8#.

There are the following motivations for investigating th
nuclear parametrization. The first purpose is to test vari
nuclear models for describing the nuclear structure functio
From the detailed comparison, the most appropriate nuc
model could be determined in the high-energy region. F
thermore, we may be able to find an explicit subnucle
signature in nuclear physics. The second purpose is to ca
late cross sections of high-energy nuclear reactions a
rately. For example, precise initial conditions must be kno
in heavy-ion reactions for finding a signature of quark-glu
plasma. In many calculations, nuclear parton distributio
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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are simply assumed to be the same as the corresponding
in the nucleon. The third purpose is related to the aforem
tioned nucleon parametrization. In obtaining parton distrib
tions in the ‘‘nucleon,’’ some ‘‘nuclear’’ data are actuall
used without considering the nuclear modification. For
ample, neutrinoF3 data are essential for determining th
valence-quark distributions in the nucleon. However, m
data are taken for an iron target. In the future, accur
neutrino-proton scattering data could be taken if a neutr
factory is realized@9#. It is inevitable to utilize the nuclea
data at this stage. Therefore, our nuclear studies shoul
useful for improving the present parametrizations in
nucleon.

This paper consists of the following. First, the depende
of the mass numberA and scaling variablex is discussed in
Sec. II. Then, our analysis method is explained in Sec.
and results are presented in Sec. IV. The distributions
tained are provided in Sec. V for practical use. Finally, o
nuclear parametrization studies are summarized in Sec.

II. FUNCTIONAL FORM OF NUCLEAR PARTON
DISTRIBUTIONS

Because there is no priorx2 analysis on nuclear param
etrization, we should inevitably take theA andx dependence
as simple as possible for the first step trial. However,
functional form ofx should be taken independently from an
theoretical nuclear models as a fair analysis. Our standp
is to test the models without relying on them. We discuss
appropriate functional form of the distributions in the follow
ing subsections.

A. A dependence

There is some consensus on the physics mechanism
nuclear modification in eachx region. Because differen
mechanisms contribute to the modification depending on
x region, theA dependence could vary in differentx regions.
However, in order to simplify the analysis, we introduce
rather bold assumption: TheA dependence is assumed to
proportional to 1/A1/3. Physics behind this idea is discuss
by Sick and Day in Ref.@10#. In any nuclear reaction, th
cross section is expressed in terms of nuclear volume
surface contributions:

sA5AsV1A2/3sS . ~2.1!

Therefore, the cross section per nucleon is given as

sA

A
5sV1

1

A1/3
sS . ~2.2!

If sV and sS depend weakly onA, the 1/A1/3 dependence
makes sense as the leading approximation. In fact, accor
to the measuredF2

A/F2
D data, thisA dependence is justified

@10#.
In order to illustrate the justification, we show actu

F2
A/F2

D data as a function of 121/A1/3 at x50.5 together
with a straight line in Fig. 1. It is obvious from the figure th
measured ratios are well reproduced by the line with th
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21/A1/3 dependence. We also looked at other regions—
example, the smallx region—and found that the data cou
be described by thisA dependence. In this way, we decide
to employ this simple assumption. Of course, the 1/A1/3 de-
pendence may be an oversimplification. Detailed studies
the A dependence are left as a future research topic.

We should mention, however, that the exact 121/A1/3 de-
pendence is not completely consistent with the conditions
nuclear charge, baryon number, and momentum. We nee
assign fine-tuning parameters which adjust the nuclear
pendence. The details will be explained in the next subs
tion below Eq.~2.8!.

B. x dependence

Available nuclear data on the structure functionF2
A are

taken in fixed-target experiments at this stage, and they
shown as a function ofQ2 andx[Q2/(2mn), wheren is the
energy transfer,m is the nucleon mass, andQ2 is given by
Q2[2q2 with the virtual photon momentumq. The initial
nuclear parton distributions are provided at a fixedQ2

([Q0
2), and they are taken as

f i
A~x,Q0

2!5wi~x,A,Z! f i~x,Q0
2!, ~2.3!

where f i
A(x,Q0

2) is the parton distribution with typei in the
nucleusA and f i(x,Q0

2) is the corresponding parton distribu
tion in the nucleon. We callwi(x,A,Z) a weight function,
which takes into account the nuclear modification.

We lose a piece of information by using Eq.~2.3!. A scal-
ing variable for the lepton-nucleus scattering could be giv
by xA[Q2/(2pA•q), wherepA is the momentum of the tar
get nucleus. We could define another variable for lept
nucleon scattering asxN[Q2/(2p•q) with the nucleon mo-
mentump within the nucleus. The variablexA indicates the
momentum fraction of a struck quark in the nucleus and
is kinematically restricted as 0,xA,1. Because of these
definitions, we have the relationx5xAMA /m, where MA
is the nuclear mass, in a fixed-target reaction. In this w
we find that the range of nuclear parton distributions is giv
by 0,x,A. Therefore, the extremely largex region
(x.1) cannot be described in our present approach w
Eq. ~2.3! because the distributions in the nucleon vani
f i(x.1,Q0

2)50.

FIG. 1. A dependence of measuredF2
A/F2

D ratios atx50.5.
3-2
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There are following reasons for using Eq.~2.3! irrespec-
tive of this issue. First, there are not so many experime
data in thisx region. Second, even if finite parton distrib
tions are assumed at the initial pointQ0

2, there is no reliable
theoretical tool to evolve them to largerQ2 points where the
data exist. Therefore, such largex distributions cannot be
accommodated in ourx2 analysis. There is a nuclearQ2

evolution code in Ref.@11#; however, the original evolution
equations are written in the range 0,x,1 @12#. Third, be-
cause the nuclear modification is generally in the 10%–3
range for medium and large size nuclei, it is much easie
investigate the modification from the distributions in t
nucleon rather than the absolute nuclear distributions th
selves. Fourth, the structure functionsF2

A or parton distribu-
tions are tiny atx.1, so that they do not affect the calcu
lated cross sections significantly unless an extre
kinematical condition is chosen.

Now, we proceed to the actualx dependence.

1. Nuclear modificationÊ1À1ÕA1Õ3

As concluded in the previous subsection, the nucl
modification part ofwi(x,A,Z) is assumed to be proportiona
to 121/A1/3:

wi~x,A,Z!511S 12
1

A1/3D ~ function of x, A, andZ!.

~2.4!

2. Introduction of 1Õ(1Àx)b factor

The nuclear parton distributions have finite values eve
x51 in principle, so that the weight function should beha
as

wi~x→1,A,Z!5
f i

A~x→1!

f i~x→1!
→`. ~2.5!

This equation should hold whatever the modification mec
nism is. In order to reproduce this feature, the factor 1
2x)b i is introduced in thex dependent function part of Eq
~2.4! with a parameterb i(.0):

~ function ofx, A, andZ!}
1

~12x!b i
. ~2.6!

3. Saturation of shadowing or antishadowing

We assume saturation of the functionwi(x,A,Z) at x
→0. It is considered to be a reasonable assumption un
there is a peculiar mechanism to produce singular behavio
small x. As far as the experimentalF2

A/F2
D data suggest, the

shadowing at smallx tends to saturate asx→0. If this satu-
ration is assumed, the weight functionwi becomes

wi~x→0,A,Z!511S 12
1

A1/3D ai~A,Z!, ~2.7!
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whereai is the parameter which controls shadowing or an
shadowing magnitude.

From these discussions, an appropriate functional fo
becomes

wi~x,A,Z!511S 12
1

A1/3D ai~A,Z!1Hi~x!

~12x!b i
, ~2.8!

where the additionalx dependent part is written asHi(x),
and it determines the minutex dependent shape. The reas
why we let the parametersai depend onA and Z is the
following. As explained in the next section, there are thr
obvious constraints—charge, baryon number, and t
momentum—on the nuclear distributions. If these conditio
are satisfied for a nucleus, they are also satisfied for o
nuclei with the sameZ/A ratio. For example, the condition
could be satisfied for all isoscalar nuclei. However, we a
analyze nuclei with differentZ/A ratios. Then, even if the
three conditions are satisfied in a certain nucleus, they
not strictly satisfied for other nuclei with differentZ/A fac-
tors. In order to avoid this kind of failure, nuclear depe
dence is assumed for the parametersai in the valence-quark
and gluon functions. They are determined by thex2 analysis
so as to satisfy the three conditions for any nucleus.

Because this is the firstx2 trial, we would like to simplify
the functional form ofHi(x) as much as possible. A simpl
idea is to expand it in a polynomial formHi(x)5bix1cix

2

1•••. An advantage of this functional form is that the pol
nomials of x and 12x are very easy to be handled in th
Mellin-transformation method of theQ2 evolution. Because
a directx-space solution@11# is used in ourQ2 evolution, it
does not matter in our present analysis. However, it is
portant for public use if we consider the fact that many
searchers use the Mellin transformation as theirQ2 evolution
method.

It is obvious thatHi(x)5bix cannot explain the compli-
catedF2

A/F2
D shape in the mediumx region. Therefore, the

simplest yet realistic choice is to takeHi(x)5bix1cix
2.

This seems to be acceptable in the sense that the medix
depletion ofF2

A/F2
D can be explained together with theF2

A

shadowing at smallx. However, if the depletion is describe
by the valence-quark behavior as our common sense
gests, the valence-quark distributions show antishadowin
small x due to baryon-number conservation. As explained
Refs. @13,9#, it is not obvious at this stage whether the v
lence distributions indicate shadowing or antishadow
without accurate neutrino-deuteron scattering data and
small x nuclear data. Therefore, this functional form shou
be considered as one of possible options:

wi~x,A,Z!511S 12
1

A1/3D ai~A,Z!1bix1cix
2

~12x!b i
,

‘‘quadratic type.’’ ~2.9!

We call this weight function the quadratic type in the follow
ing discussions.
3-3
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If the next polynomial termdix
3 is added in addition, the

function becomes more flexible in fitting the data:

wi~x,A,Z!511S 12
1

A1/3D ai~A,Z!1bix1cix
21dix

3

~12x!b i
,

‘‘cubic type.’’ ~2.10!

We call this weight function the cubic type. An advantage
the additional term is, for example, that the weight functi
becomes flexible enough to accommodate b
possibilities—shadowing and antishadowing—in t
valence-quark distributions. A disadvantage is that the nu
ber of total parameters becomes larger, so that the total c
puting time becomes longer.

These quadratic and cubic functional types are used in
x2 analyses. Finding the optimum point for the parametri
tion set, we expect to explain the major features of the m
suredF2

A/F2
D ratios.

III. ANALYSIS METHOD

In addition to the initial functional form, there are oth
important factors for performing thex2 analysis. In this sec-
tion, the details are discussed on used experimental data
our x2 analysis method.

A. Experimental data

There are many available experimental data which co
indicate nuclear parton distributions. However, we rest
the data to those taken by deep inelastic electron and m
scattering. Neutrino, Drell-Yan, and other hadron-collid
data are not used in our present analysis with the follow
reasons. At first, we would like to investigate how the dis
butions are determined solely by electron and muon sca
ing data. Next, as is mentioned in Sec. I, nuclear modifi
tion of F3 is not measured in neutrino scattering. In hadro
hadron reactions, there are also issues ofK factors and final
state interactions. In a future version of our analysis, we w
consider including other data.

At this stage, the available nuclear data are mainly on
F2 structure functions in the electron and muon scatteri
Experimental results are shown by the ratio

RF2

A ~x,Q2![
F2

A~x,Q2!

F2
D~x,Q2!

. ~3.1!

Information about the used experimental data is given
Table I, where nuclear species, references, and data num
are listed. The experimental data are taken from the publ
tions by the European Muon Collaboration~EMC! @14–16#
at the European Organization for Nuclear Research~CERN!,
the E49, E87, E139, and E140 Collaborations@17–20# at the
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center~SLAC!, the Bologna-
CERN-Dubna-Munich-Saclay ~BCDMS! Collaboration
@21,22# at CERN, the New Muon Collaboration~NMC! @23#
at CERN, and the E665 Collaboration@24,25# at the Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory~FNAL!. The data used are
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for the following nuclei: helium~He!, lithium ~Li !, beryllium
~Be!, carbon~C!, nitrogen~N!, aluminum~Al !, calcium~Ca!,
iron ~Fe!, copper~Cu!, silver ~Ag!, tin ~Sn!, xenon~Xe!, gold
~Au!, and lead~Pb!. As explained in the next subsectio
Q0

251 GeV2 is taken as the point where the parton dist
butions are defined. Because the published data inc
smaller Q2 points, it is necessary to choose the ones w
large enoughQ2 which could be considered in the perturb
tive QCD region. The only data withQ2>1 GeV2 are taken
into account in thex2 analysis. The total number of the da
is 309.

We show thex andQ2 points of the data employed in Fig
2. The SLAC data are restricted to the largex and smallQ2

region. Because the SLAC data are taken for many nuc
species, their data are very valuable for our analysis. H
ever, they cannot address the issue of shadowing due to
lack of small x measurements. The BCDMS data are a
taken in the largex region. The difference from the SLAC
measurements is that the BCDMS data have largeQ2 values.
There exist a largeQ2 gap between the SLAC and BCDM
data sets, which may enable us to investigate nuclearQ2

evolution. On the other hand, the EMC, NMC, and E6
data are almost in the same kinematical range. Because t

TABLE I. Nuclear species, references, and data numbers
listed for the used experimental data withQ2>1 GeV2.

Nucleus Experiment Reference No. of data

He SLAC-E139 @20# 18
NMC-95 @23# 17

Li NMC-95 @23# 17
Be SLAC-E139 @20# 17
C EMC-88 @14# 9

EMC-90 @15# 5
SLAC-E139 @20# 7

NMC-95 @23# 17
FNAL-E665-95 @25# 5

N BCDMS-85 @21# 9
Al SLAC-E49 @18# 18

SLAC-E139 @20# 17
Ca EMC-90 @15# 5

NMC-95 @23# 16
SLAC-E139 @20# 7

FNAL-E665-95 @25# 5
Fe SLAC-E87 @17# 14

SLAC-E140 @19# 10
SLAC-E139 @20# 23
BCDMS-87 @22# 10

Cu EMC-93 @16# 19
Ag SLAC-E139 @20# 7
Sn EMC-88 @14# 8
Xe FNAL-E665-92 @24# 5
Au SLAC-E140 @19# 1

SLAC-E139 @20# 18
Pb FNAL-E665-95 @25# 5

Total 309
3-4
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data include smallx points, it is possible to investigate th
shadowing region as well as the medium-x modification part.
However, the data have rather smallQ2 values in a restricted
Q2 range at smallx. It suggests that it is difficult to deter
mine the nuclear gluon distributions from the scaling vio
tion at smallx. In order to obtain the smallerx or largerQ2

data than those in Fig. 2, we should wait for a next gene
tion project such as HERA-eA@26# or eRHIC @27#.

B. x2 analysis

Our analysis is done in the leading order~LO! of as . The
structure functionF2

A is expressed in a parton model as

F2
A~x,Q2!5(

q
eq

2x@qA~x,Q2!1q̄A~x,Q2!#, ~3.2!

whereeq is the quark charge, andqA (q̄A) is the quark~an-
tiquark! distribution in the nucleusA. It is noteworthy to
mention here that the structure functions and the parton
tributions are defined by those per nucleon throughout
paper. Although it is now established that each antiqu
distribution is different in the nucleon@28#, there are no data
which could suggest flavor dependent antiquark distributi
in a nucleus@29,30#. Therefore, we should inevitably assum
flavor symmetric antiquark distributions

ūA5d̄A5 s̄A[q̄A. ~3.3!

Furthermore, the flavor number is taken as 3. Then,
structure function becomes a summation of valence-qu
and antiquark distributions:

F2
A~x,Q2!5

x

9
@4uv

A~x,Q2!1dv
A~x,Q2!112q̄A~x,Q2!#.

~3.4!

The gluon distributiongA(x,Q2) is not explicitly contained
in the LO structure function; however, it contributes toF2

A

throughQ2 evolution which is described by coupled integr
differential equations withgA(x,Q2). In this way, we need
four types of distributions,uv

A , dv
A , q̄A, andgA, for calculat-

ing the structure functionF2
A .

FIG. 2. Kinematical range is shown by plottingx andQ2 points
of the used data.
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Because the valence-quark distributions in a nucleus
much different from the ones in the proton, we should
careful in defining the weight functionwi(x,A,Z). If there
were no nuclear modification, in other words, if a nucle
were described simply by a collection of protons and n
trons, the parton distributions in the nucleusA are given by

A fi
A~x,Q2!no mod5Z fi

p~x,Q2!1N fi
n~x,Q2!,

where f i5uv , dv , q̄, or g. ~3.5!

The functionsf i
p(x,Q2) and f i

n(x,Q2) arei-type distributions
in the proton and neutron, respectively. Isospin symmetr
usually assumed for the parton distributions in the proton
the neutron:

uv
n5dv

p[dv , dv
n5uv

p[uv ,

q̄n5q̄p[q̄, gn5gp[g. ~3.6!

Then, the nuclear parton distributions become

uv
A~x,Q2!no mod5

Zuv~x,Q2!1Ndv~x,Q2!

A
,

dv
A~x,Q2!no mod5

Zdv~x,Q2!1Nuv~x,Q2!

A
,

q̄A~x,Q2!no mod5q̄~x,Q2!,

gA~x,Q2!no mod5g~x,Q2!. ~3.7!

As suggested by theF2
A/F2

D measurements, 10%–30%
modification is expected for medium and large size nuc
The modification from the expressions in Eqs.~3.7! should
be expressed by the functionswi(x,A,Z) at Q0

2 as discussed
in Sec. II:

uv
A~x,Q0

2!5wuv
~x,A,Z!

Zuv~x,Q0
2!1Ndv~x,Q0

2!

A
,

dv
A~x,Q0

2!5wdv
~x,A,Z!

Zdv~x,Q0
2!1Nuv~x,Q0

2!

A
,

q̄A~x,Q0
2!5wq̄~x,A,Z!q̄~x,Q0

2!,

gA~x,Q0
2!5wg~x,A,Z!g~x,Q0

2!. ~3.8!

We would like to take a smallQ0
2 value in order to accom-

modate experimental data as many as possible. On the o
hand, because the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Par
~DGLAP! equations are used for theQ2 evolution, Q0

2

should be large enough so that perturbative QCD can
applied. As a point which could compromise these confli
ing requirements,Q0

251 GeV2 is taken.
Next, a set of parton distributions in the nucleon is s

lected. There are available CTEQ, GRV, and MRS distrib
tions. However, analytical expressions are not given in
CTEQ paper@1#, and the GRV expressions are provided
3-5
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small Q2 (0.26 GeV2) @2#. Therefore, we decided to use
LO set of MRST ~Martin, Roberts, Stirling, and Thorne!
@31#, which is conveniently defined atQ0

251 GeV2. In this
way, we use the central gluon version of MRST-LO distrib
tions with the scale parameterLLO50.1741 GeV in ourx2

analysis. Consequently, obtained nuclear distributions in S
IV become the MRST distributions in the limitA→1.

Because each functionwi(x,A,Z) still has four or five
parameters, it is necessary to reduce the total numbe
many as possible in order to become an efficient analy
First, there are following obvious constraints 1, 2, and 3
the nuclear distributions.

1. Charge

Nuclear charge has to be the atomic numberZ. It can be
expressed in a parton model by considering an infinite m
mentum frame for the nucleus. Let us consider elastic s
tering of a real photon with its momentumuqW u→0 from a
nucleus. Because each parton is moving very fast, we c
use a parton picture for describing the process. Then,
nuclear charge is given as

Z5E dx AF2

3
~uA2ūA!2

1

3
~dA2d̄A!2

1

3
~sA2 s̄A!G

5E dx
A

3
@2uv

A2dv
A#. ~3.9!

The second equation is obtained because there is no
strangeness in an ordinary nucleus althoughsA(x,Q2) could
be different from s̄A(x,Q2). The valence distributions ar
defined byuv

A[uA2ūA anddv
A[dA2d̄A as usual.

2. Baryon number

Baryon number of a nucleus isA, and it is expressed in
the parton model as

A5E dx AF1

3
~uA2ūA!1

1

3
~dA2d̄A!1

1

3
~sA2 s̄A!G

5E dx
A

3
@uv

A1dv
A#. ~3.10!

3. Momentum

Nuclear momentum is the addition of each parton con
bution:

A5E dx A x@uA1ūA1dA1d̄A1sA1 s̄A1gA#

5E dx A x@uv
A1dv

A16q̄A1gA#. ~3.11!

If the weight functions are the quadratic functional type, t
distributions are expressed by the parametersauv

, adv
, bv ,

cv , bv , aq̄ , bq̄ , cq̄ , b q̄ , ag , bg , cg , and bg . Here, the
valence up- and down-quark parameters are assumed
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the same except forauv
and adv

because both weight func
tions are expected to be similar. However, at least one
rameter should be different in order to satisfy the conditio
1 and 2 simultaneously since there are data for nonisosc
nuclei with ZÞN. Among the parameters, three of them c
be fixed by the conditions 1, 2, and 3. We use these th
conditions for determiningauv

, adv
, andag .

There are still irrelevant parameters which could be
moved from the parametrization. First,b q̄ and bg describe
the functional shape of the antiquark and gluon distributio
at largex. However, they are irrelevant in the sense that b
distributions are extremely small at largex—for example,
x;0.8. They are not expected to contribute toF2

A signifi-
cantly in thisx region. Furthermore, the antiquark and glu
distributions themselves are not determined at such largex in
the nucleon. In this way, we decided to fix the parameter
b q̄5bg51. We checked the sensitivity of ourx2 analysis
results to this choice. Even ifb q̄5bg50.5 or 2 is taken, we
found that the obtainedx2 changed very little. This fact in-
dicates thatx2 is almost independent of these paramete
There is another irrelevant parameter. The gluon parame
bg andcg determine the functional form at medium and lar
x. However, the gluon distribution does not contribute toF2

A

directly, so that the detailedx dependence cannot be dete
mined in the analysis. Therefore,bg is fixed atbg522cg
with the following consideration. Thex2 analysis tends to
favor negativecg . As far asbg is taken to be larger than
2cg , the choice does not affect thex2 to a considerable
extent. However, ifbg is taken smaller than2cg , it could
contradict the conditionwi(x→1,A,Z)→1` depending on
the value ofag . In this way, there are seven free paramet

bv , cv , bv , aq̄ , bq̄ , cq̄ , cg , ~3.12!

in the quadratic fit. There are additional parameters in
cubic fit. However, as far as the gluon distribution is co
cerned, we use the same quadratic form even in the cu
type analysis. The structure functionF2 is rather insensitive
to the gluon distribution, especially in the LO analysis.
does not make much sense to introduce an additional pa
eter for the gluon in thex2 analysis without the data which
could restrict the gluon distribution. In this way, the actu
parameters are

bv , cv , dv , bv , aq̄ , bq̄ , cq̄ , dq̄ , cg ,

~3.13!

in the cubic fit.
In the theoretical calculations, the nuclei are assumed

4He, 7Li, 9Be, 12C, 14N, 27Al, 40Ca, 56Fe, 63Cu, 107Ag,
118Sn, 131Xe, 197Au, and 208Pb. The initial nuclear distribu-
tions are provided atQ251 GeV2 with the parameters in
Eq. ~3.12! or ~3.13!. They are evolved to the experiment
Q2 points by the DGLAP evolution equations. Then, o
tained structure-function ratiosRF2

A are compared with the

experimental values for calculating
3-6
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x25(
j

~RF2 , j
A,data2RF2 , j

A,theory!2

~s j
data!2

, ~3.14!

where the experimental error is given by systematic and
tistical errors as (s j

data)25(s j
syst)21(s j

stat)2. Although the
deuteron structure function is sometimes assumed the s
as the one for the nucleon@6,7#, the deuteron modification is
also taken into account in our analysis simply by settingA
52. With these preparations together with the CERN s
routine MINUIT @32#, the optimum parameter set is obtain
by minimizing x2.

IV. RESULTS

Our analysis results are explained in Sec. IV A in co
parison with the used experimental data. Then, obtained
timum nuclear parton distributions are discussed in S
IV B.

A. Comparison with data

Analysis results are shown for both quadratic and cu
types. A minimal functional form is the quadratic type a
cording to the discussion in Sec. II B. It is minimal in th
sense that the major features of the measured ratiosRF2

A

could be described in the wholex region including an in-
crease at largex;0.9, depletion at medium atx;0.6, anti-

FIG. 3. Fitting results are compared with the helium data. T
dashed and solid curves are for the quadratic and cubic types
spectively, atQ255 GeV2, whereas the data are taken at vario
Q2 points.

FIG. 4. Comparison with the lithium data.
03400
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c

shadowing atx;0.15, and shadowing at smallx,0.05 with
a minimum number of parameters. However, there are so
restrictions on the distribution shape, most significantly
the valence-quark distributions. In the cubic-type analy
the shape becomes more flexible due to the additional par
eters. Because of the new freedoms, thexmin

2 obtained should
be smaller for the cubic type, however, by sacrificing t
computation time.

Fitting results are compared with experimental data for
the used nuclear data in Figs. 3–16. Obtained optimum
ton distributions are used for calculating the curves atQ2

55 GeV2 in these figures. The dashed and solid curves
dicate the ratios in the quadratic and cubic analyses, res
tively. The experimental data are taken at variousQ2 points
as shown in Fig. 2, so that the data cannot be compa
directly with the curves; nevertheles, we can see a gen
tendency.

Obtained minimumx2 values arexmin
2 5583.7 and 546.6

in the quadratic and cubic analyses, respectively, for 3
total data points. Because thex2 per degrees of freedom i
given byxmin

2 /NDF51.93 ~quadratic! and 1.82~cubic!, they
may not seem to be excellent fits. However, it is partly due
scattered experimental data as it is obvious, for exam
from Fig. 9. The data from different experimental groups a
scattered particularly in the smallx region, and they contrib-
ute to x2 significantly. Therefore, a slightly largexmin

2

(xmin
2 /NDF.1) is unavoidable whatever the analysis meth

is.
From the figures, we find that the experimental shadow

at smallx,0.05 and antishadowing atx;0.15 are generally

e
re-

FIG. 5. Comparison with the beryllium data.

FIG. 6. Comparison with the carbon data.
3-7
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FIG. 7. Comparison with the nitrogen data.

FIG. 8. Comparison with the aluminum data.

FIG. 9. Comparison with the calcium data.

FIG. 10. Comparison with the iron data.
03400
FIG. 11. Comparison with the copper data.

FIG. 12. Comparison with the silver data.

FIG. 13. Comparison with the tin data.

FIG. 14. Comparison with the xenon data.
3-8
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DETERMINATION OF NUCLEAR PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 034003
well reproduced by the analysis. There are slight deviati
from the data at mediumx for carbon and nitrogen. Howeve
if we try to explain the carbon and nitrogen data at medi
x, we overestimate the depletion for the beryllium, silver, a
gold as obvious from Figs. 5, 12, and 15. The fit is also
excellent for the helium at mediumx. The reason could be
that the helium nucleus is an exceptional tightly bound s
tem which cannot be explained by the simple 1/A1/3 behav-
ior.

There are typical differences between the quadratic
cubic curves in Figs. 3–16. They are different in the smax
region, where there are not so many experimental data.
quadratic curves are above the cubic ones at smallx (0.001
,x,0.01), but they are below in the region 0.03,x,0.14.
Both curves agree well in the largerx region, where there are
many experimental data. From these figures, we find
both analyses results are similar except for the minor dif
ences in the smallx region.

Eachx2 contribution is listed in Table II. We notice tha
the x2 values per data are especially larger for the carb
calcium, and gold nuclei than the average. Because the N
errors are very small, slight deviations from the NMC da
produce largex2 values. For example, the calcium data
x50.25 have peculiar behavior which cannot be reprodu
by a smoothx dependent function, yet they have small erro
which contribute significantly to the totalx2.

From the cubicx2 values in Table II in comparison with
the quadratic ones, we find significantx2 improvements in
carbon, calcium, iron, and gold, however, by sacrificing
x2 values for lithium, aluminum, and tin. The additional d

FIG. 15. Comparison with the gold data.

FIG. 16. Comparison with the lead data.
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grees of freedom make it possible to adjust the distribut
shapes to the data. There is a 20%x2 improvement in the
iron from the quadratic analysis to the cubic one; howev
the difference is not very clear in Fig. 10 within the regio
where the data exist, except for thex;0.1 region.

From Figs. 3–16 and Table II, we find that the analys
with the quadratic and cubic functional types are both s
cessful for reproducing the major experimental properties
is obvious from thex2 comparison that the cubic results a
better. However, because thex2 improvement is not very
large and both curves look similar in Figs. 3–16, both resu
could be taken as possible nuclear distributions.

B. Obtained parton distributions

The optimum weight functions obtained in the helium
calcium, and gold nuclei are shown in Figs. 17 and 18 for
quadratic and cubic analyses, respectively. Because val
up- and down-quark functions are the same for isoscalar
clei and they are very similar in other nuclei, only the v
lence up-quark functions are shown in these figures.

First, the quadratic results are explained. The valen
quark distributions have depletion at mediumx because they
should explain the modification of the ratiosRF2

A at x;0.6.

Because of the assumed quadratic functional form with
baryon-number constraint, the valence distributions show
tishadowing property at smallx. It indicates 2.6% antishad
owing for the calcium nucleus atx50.001. It is noteworthy
to reiterate that this quadratic type could not allow a sh
owing property for the valence-quark distributions, so tha
does not agree with a shadowing prediction—for example
Ref. @33#—although it could agree with a parton-mod
analysis of Refs.@6,13# and also with the one in Ref.@34#.
Next, the antiquark distributions should explain the shado
ing of F2 at small x, so that they also have a shadowin
property atx&0.07. The antiquark shadowing is about 20
for the calcium. The antiquark weight functions increase ax
becomes larger. They cross the linewq̄51 at x;0.08 and

TABLE II. Each x2 contribution.

Nucleus No. of data x2 ~quad! x2 ~cubic!

He 35 55.6 54.5
Li 17 45.6 49.2
Be 17 39.7 38.4
C 43 97.8 88.2
N 9 10.5 10.4
Al 35 38.8 41.4
Ca 33 72.3 69.7
Fe 57 115.7 92.7
Cu 19 13.7 13.6
Ag 7 12.7 11.5
Sn 8 14.8 17.7
Xe 5 3.2 2.4
Au 19 55.5 49.2
Pb 5 7.9 7.6

Total 309 583.7 546.6
3-9
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M. HIRAI, S. KUMANO, AND M. MIYAMA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 034003
continue to increase. The gluon weight functions have
similar property to the antiquark functions except that
shadowing is smaller~7% for Ca! and that the crossing poin
is slightly larger (x;0.2). A similar functional form is ob-
tained partly due to the momentum-conservation constra
The gluon distribution does not contribute significantly in t

FIG. 17. Weight functions obtained for the helium, calcium, a
gold nuclei in the quadratic analysis. Only the valence up-qu
functions are shown as the valence distributions.

FIG. 18. Weight functions obtained for the helium, calcium, a
gold nuclei in the cubic analysis. Only the valence up-quark fu
tions are shown as the valence distributions.
03400
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LO analysis; however, our analysis tends to rule out
gluon antishadowing at smallx.

We performed a cubic analysis to get better agreem
with the data by additional adjustable parameters. Howe
as shown in Fig. 18, the functions obtained are similar
those in Fig. 17 except for the valence functions at smalx.
Now, the valence distributions have freedom to have a sh
owing or antishadowing property at smallx. In fact, the re-
sults show shadowing for the valence distributions at v
small x; however, the magnitude is fairly small, 0.1% atx
50.001. The bump ofRF2

A in the region 0.1,x,0.2 is ex-

plained mainly by the antiquark distributions. This situati
is very different, for example, from the picture in Ref.@33#,
where the bump is explained mostly by the valence distri
tions. Of course, theF2 data are not enough to separate t
valence and sea distributions, so that we should wait
future experimental activities, especially at a neutrino fact
@9#, for precise information.

The antiquark weight functions in the cubic analysis a
similar to the ones in the quadratic case. We expected
possibility of much wild behavior. For example, it has sha
owing at smallx, antishadowing atx;0.15, depletion at me-
dium x, and rise at largex. However, even if the input anti
quark distributions are given by this functional type in ourx2

analysis, they converge to the functions in Fig. 18.
As mentioned in the previous section, the gluon distrib

tions are assumed to be the quadratic functional form eve
the ‘‘cubic’’ fit. Therefore, the obtained functions are ve
similar to the ones in Fig. 17. We also tried the cubic type
the gluon. The additional factordgx3 controls the behavior a
largex. However, the medium and largex behavior is almost
irrelevant for the gluon, especially in the LO analysis ofF2.
Therefore, it is very difficult to control the gluon paramete
in a meaningful way within thex2 analysis. For example, th
x2 fit could produce an unphysical negative gluon distrib
tion at largex if loose bounds are given for the parameters
is almost meaningless to introduce the additional freedom
largex without the data which could restrict the gluon dist
butions themselves. This is the reason why we decided
have the quadratic gluon distributions even in the ‘‘cubi
analysis.

We find in Figs. 17 and 18 that the variations from t
calcium (A540) to gold (A5197) are small. Therefore, th
obtained parton distributions could be extrapolated into
distributions in a nucleus with a larger mass numberA
.208), which is outside the analyzed nuclei in this pape

Next, errors are discussed on the obtained weight fu
tions. As an output of thex2 fit by theMINUIT subroutine, the
optimum parameters and errors are obtained. The error
trix has a complicated form with nondiagonal elements. I
not straightforward to perform a rigorous error analysis w
the complicated error matrix. The project is, for example,
progress as an activity of the Asymmetry Analysis Collab
ration ~AAC! @4#, and there are also recent studies in R
@35#. Here, we employ a simple method which is used
example in Ref.@36#. Effects of theMINUIT errors onwi are
calculated exclusively for each parameter, and then m
mum variations are shown as errors in the functionwi . The

k

-
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DETERMINATION OF NUCLEAR PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 034003
calcium results are shown in Figs. 19 and 20 for the q
dratic and cubic analyses, respectively. In an isosc
nucleus like the calcium, the valence up-quark function is
same as the valence down-quark function. The valence-q
functions have some errors around the minimum point ax
;0.7; however, the smallx region is well determined as lon

FIG. 19. Weight functions with errors for the calcium in th
quadratic analysis. For an isoscalar nucleus like calcium, the
lence up- and down-quark functions are the same.

FIG. 20. Weight functions with errors for the calcium in th
cubic analysis.
03400
-
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as the functional form is fixed. However, there are uncerta
ties in the smallx behavior since both valence functions a
different at smallx in Figs. 19 and 20. This kind of error
originating from the assumed functional form, is not tak
into account in the error bands of these figures.

The antiquark functions have some errors at smallx; how-
ever, they are obviously shadowed at smallx. The errors and
the distribution shapes are very similar at smallx in Figs. 19
and 20. Another interesting point is that both errors are v
different in the mediumx region,x.0.1. Therefore, the an
tiquark weight function cannot be well determined atx
.0.1, and it depends on the assumed functional form. Th
should be also differences in the largex region. However,
because the antiquark distributions are very small atx*0.4
and they do not contribute toF2 significantly, the largex
antiquark distributions are not important unless we consi
a reaction which is sensitive to them.

As shown in Figs. 19 and 20, the gluon weight functio
have large errors in the wholex region. The first reason fo
the large errors is that the analyses are done in the lea
order, and the second is that onlyF2 data are used for thex2

analyses. Nevertheless, it is interesting to find that the gl
distributions are shadowed at smallx even if the errors are
taken into account. Next, there is a tendency of increasex
becomes larger. Determination of largex gluon distributions
is not possible in the present analyses. From the simple
mate, we showed the errors in the weight functions. Ho
ever, these studies are intended to give rough ideas on
errors. In the future, we try to investigate a more compl
error analysis.

Using the results for the weight functions, we show t
parton distributions for the calcium nucleus atQ2

51 GeV2 in Fig. 21. The dashed and solid curves are
quadratic and cubic analysis results, respectively. From
F2

A measurements, the quark distributions are relatively w
determined. For determining the gluon distributions and
details of the quark distributions, we need to use other re
tion data. Especially, future hadron-collider data should
useful.

From these analyses, we clarified how well the nucl
parton distributions can be determined only by the meas
ments of the structure functionsF2

A . As mentioned in the

a-

FIG. 21. Parton distributions for calcium are shown. The das
and solid curves indicate the quadratic and cubic results, res
tively. For calcium, the valence up- and down-quark distributio
are the same.
3-11
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M. HIRAI, S. KUMANO, AND M. MIYAMA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 034003
Introduction, the nuclear parametrization is still premature
the sense that theoretical and experimental efforts are ne
sary for determining the accurate distributions. As far as
parametrization fit is concerned, much detailed analy
should be done as an extension of our present studies. O
other hand, the authors hope that experimental efforts wil
made for probing the valence-quark distributions at smax
by a neutrino factory and for finding the antiquark and glu
distributions by hadron colliders such as RHIC.

Our studies should be also important for investigating
parton distributions in the nucleon. As mentioned in Sec
nuclear data have been used partially for obtaining the pa
distributions in the nucleon. In particular, neutrino data
important for determining the valence-quark distribution
however, the data are taken, for example, for the i
nucleus. We need to feed back our studies to readjust
distributions in the ‘‘nucleon.’’

V. PRACTICAL NUCLEAR PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS

The nuclear parton distributions obtained in our analy
could be used for studying other high-energy nuclear re
tions. We propose two types of distributions which are o
tained in the quadratic and cubic type analyses. Because
xmin

2 is smaller for the cubic type, we prefer it to the qu
dratic type. The distributions are provided either in the a
lytical form at Q251 GeV2 or in the form of computer
subroutines. Although there could exist distributions atx
.1 in a nucleus, such largex distributions are not provided
in our studies as explained in Sec. II B. The analytical
pressions are given in Sec. V A; the subroutines are
plained in Sec. V B.

A. Analytical expressions

The analytical expressions are given atQ251 GeV2.
Therefore, one needs to evolve the distributions to a spe
Q2 point by one’s own evolution code withLLO

MRST

50.1741 GeV. If it were the case whereQ2 dependence can
be neglected, one may use analytical distributions with
evolution. The nuclear distributions should be calculated
Eq. ~3.8! with the obtained weight functions and MRST-L
~central gluon! distributions @31#. However, one should be
careful that the antiquark distributions are slightly modifi
from the original form so as to become flavor symmetricq̄
[sea (MRST)/6, because the antiquark flavor asymmetr
not taken into account in our nuclear analyses.

1. Type I: Cubic fit

We call the cubic distributions type I distributions. Th
weight functions obtained in the cubic fit are

wuv
511S 12

1

A1/3D
3

auv
~A,Z!10.6222x22.858x212.557x3

~12x!0.8107
,
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wdv
511S 12

1

A1/3D
3

adv
~A,Z!10.6222x22.858x212.557x3

~12x!0.8107
,

wq̄511S 12
1

A1/3D
3

20.331316.995x234.17x2162.54x3

12x
,

wg511S 12
1

A1/3D ag~A,Z!10.8008x20.4004x2

12x
.

~5.1!

The nuclear dependent constants are listed in Table III for
nuclei used. They depend on the mass numberA and atomic
numberZ in general.

As is obvious from the table, there is significant nucle
dependence in the parametersauv

andadv
. However, the de-

pendence is so small in the parameterag that it cannot be
shown in the table. These parameters are the same for
scalar nuclei because of the conditions in Eqs.~3.9!, ~3.10!,
and~3.11!, and this fact is clearly shown in the Appendix.
one would like to have analytical expressions for a nucle
which is not listed in Table III, there are the following tw
possibilities. The first method is that one calculatesauv

, adv
,

and ag so as to satisfy the conditions of nuclear charg
baryon number, and momentum in Eqs.~3.9!, ~3.10!, and
~3.11! for one’s chosen nucleus.

For those who think this calculation is tedious, we prep
an alternative method. Using the three conditions, we fi
that auv

, adv
, and ag can be expressed in terms of eig

TABLE III. Parametersauv
, adv

, andag obtained for the nuclei
used in the cubic analysis.

Nucleus auv
adv

ag

D 20.002178 20.002178 20.1560
He 20.002178 20.002178 20.1560
Li 20.002690 20.001716 20.1560
Be 20.002571 20.001815 20.1560
C 20.002178 20.002178 20.1560
N 20.002178 20.002178 20.1560
Al 20.002306 20.002054 20.1560
Ca 20.002178 20.002178 20.1560
Fe 20.002427 20.001941 20.1560
Cu 20.002456 20.001916 20.1560
Ag 20.002610 20.001782 20.1560
Sn 20.002726 20.001686 20.1560
Xe 20.002814 20.001616 20.1560
Au 20.002902 20.001549 20.1560
Pb 20.002955 20.001509 20.1560
3-12
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integrals, which are nuclear independent, together withA and
Z. The details of this method are so technical that they
discussed in the Appendix. If one still thinks that these c
culations are too much work to do or if one does not hav
Q2 evolution subroutine, one had better use the comp
codes explained in Sec. V B for getting numerical values
the parton distributions.

2. Type II: Quadratic fit

We call the quadratic distributions type II distribution
The weight functions obtained in the quadratic fit are

wuv
511S 12

1

A1/3D auv
~A,Z!20.2593x10.2586x2

~12x!2.108
,

wdv
511S 12

1

A1/3D adv
~A,Z!20.2593x10.2586x2

~12x!2.108
,

wq̄511S 12
1

A1/3D 20.290013.774x22.236x2

12x
,

wg511S 12
1

A1/3D ag~A,Z!10.4798x20.2399x2

12x
.

~5.2!

The nuclear dependent parameters are listed in Table IV.
find that theA dependent variations are very small in the
parameters of the quadratic fit. If one needs expressions
other nucleus, one should evaluateauv

, adv
, andag as sug-

gested in the type I section.

B. Parton distribution library

If one needs to have nuclear parton distributions in a
merical form at a givenx and Q2 point, one may use the

TABLE IV. Parametersauv
, adv

, andag obtained for the nuclei
used in the quadratic analysis.

Nucleus auv
adv

ag

D 0.03745 0.03745 20.09391
He 0.03745 0.03745 20.09391
Li 0.03709 0.03776 20.09392
Be 0.03717 0.03770 20.09392
C 0.03745 0.03745 20.09391
N 0.03745 0.03745 20.09391
Al 0.03736 0.03753 20.09391
Ca 0.03745 0.03745 20.09391
Fe 0.03727 0.03761 20.09391
Cu 0.03725 0.03763 20.09391
Ag 0.03714 0.03772 20.09392
Sn 0.03706 0.03778 20.09392
Xe 0.03700 0.03783 20.09393
Au 0.03694 0.03788 20.09394
Pb 0.03690 0.03790 20.09394
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computer codes in Ref.@37#. Two kinds of subroutines are
made. First, there is a subroutine for the used nuclei in
paper. For other nuclei, we prepared a second one.

First, if one wishes to calculate the distributions in t
nuclei used—D,4He, Li, Be, C, N, Al, Ca, Fe, Cu, Ag, Sn
Xe, Au, and Pb—one should use the first code. In additi
we prepared the distributions in the nucleon because
modified the MRST antiquark distributions as flavor sym
metric in our studies. The kinematical ranges are 1029<x
<1 and 1 GeV2<Q2<105 GeV2. The variablesx andQ2

are divided into small steps. Then, a grid data set is prepa
for the parton distributions in each nucleus. Because the s
ing violation is a rather small effect, a simple linear interp
lation in logQ2 is used for calculating the distributions at
given Q2. On the other hand, because thex dependence is
more complicated, a cubic spline interpolation is used
calculating the distributions at a givenx point. Running this

code, one obtains the distributionsxuv
A , xdv

A , xq̄A, andxgA

for a specified nucleus at a givenx and Q2 point. Even
though the antiquark distributions are flavor symmetric
Q251 GeV2, they are not symmetric at differentQ2 in
next-to-leading order@28#. However, because suchQ2 evo-
lution effects do not exist in leading order, the antiqua
distributions are consistently flavor symmetric at anyQ2.

Second, if one would like to have the distributions
other nuclei, one should use the second code. Here, the
lytical expressions in Sec. V A are used as the initial dis
butions. At first, the constantsauv

, adv
, andag are calculated

so as to satisfy the charge, baryon-number, and momen
conditions for a given nucleus withA andZ. Then, they are
evolved to a requestedx and Q2 point by the ordinary
DGLAP evolution equations in Ref.@11#. However, one has
to be careful about the requested nucleus in the sense th
should not be too far away from the used nuclei. For e
ample, we do not support the distributions in an extrem
unstable nucleus with large neutron excess. Strictly speak
huge nuclei withA.208 are also outside our supportin
range. However, as obvious from Figs. 17 and 18, variati
of the parton distributions are already very small betwe
calcium with A540 and gold withA5197, so that the ex-
trapolation fromA5208 to nuclear matter isexpectedto be
reliable. The details of the usage are explained in Ref.@37#.

In the second code, it takes time for getting results
cause theQ2 evolution calculations consume computin
time. It does not matter to calculate the distributions fo
few Q2 points. However, if one would like to use it fre
quently, one may try the following. The second code is p
pared so that one could create a grid file for a reques
nucleus. Then, one can use it in the first code, where
computation is much faster.

VI. SUMMARY

We have done global analyses of existing experimen
data on nuclearF2 for obtaining optimum parton distribu
tions in nuclei. Assuming a simple yet reasonable overaA
dependence, the nuclear parton distributions are express
terms of a number of parameters. Quadratic and cubic fu
3-13
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tional forms are assumed for thex dependence. The param
eters have been determined byx2 analyses. As a result, w
obtained a reasonable fit to the measured experimental
of F2. The valence-quark distributions are relatively well d
termined except for the fact that the smallx part depends
slightly on the assumed functional form. The antiquark d
tributions are reasonably well determined at smallx; how-
ever, the largex behavior is not obvious from theF2 data.
The analyses indicated that the gluon distributions are sh
owed at smallx: however, they cannot be well determined
the presentF2 data, especially in the largex region.

We have proposed two types of nuclear parton distri
tions which are obtained by the quadratic and cubic ty
analyses. They are provided either by the analytical exp
sions atQ251 GeV2 or by computer programs for calcula
ing them numerically. Our analyses should be important
only for understanding the physics mechanisms of nuc
modification but also for applications to heavy-ion physi
Our results could also shed light on an issue of the pre
parton distributions in the nucleon because nuclear data h
been partially used in the ‘‘nucleon’’ analysis.
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APPENDIX: NUCLEAR DEPENDENT PARAMETERS

From the conditions of nuclear charge, baryon numb
and momentum, the nuclear dependent parametersauv

, adv
,

andag can be expressed in terms of eight integrals toge
with A and Z. It has the advantage that these integrals
nuclear independent. Therefore, reading the numerical va
of the integrals and using the equations in this section,
can easily calculate the values ofauv

, adv
, and ag for any

nuclei. The necessary integrals are the following:

I 15E dx
Hv~x!

~12x!bv
uv~x!, I 25E dx

Hv~x!

~12x!bv
dv~x!,

I 35E dx
1

~12x!bv
uv~x!, I 45E dx

1

~12x!bv
dv~x!,

I 55E dx
x

~12x!bv
uv~x!, I 65E dx

x

~12x!bv
dv~x!,
ur
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I 75E dx xF Hv~x!

~12x!bv
$uv~x!1dv~x!%1

aq̄1Hq̄~x!

12x
6q̄~x!

1
Hg~x!

12x
g~x!G ,

I 85E x

12x
g~x!. ~A1!

We should note that the parton distributions in these eq
tions are those in the nucleon. The functionsHi(x) are the
one given in Eq.~2.8!. The integral values are numericall
given in Table V.

Using these integrals, we can express the nuclear de
dent parameters as

auv
~A,Z!52

ZI11~A2Z!I 2

ZI31~A2Z!I 4
,

adv
~A,Z!52

ZI21~A2Z!I 1

ZI41~A2Z!I 3
,

ag~A,Z!52
1

I 8
Fauv

~A,Z!H Z

A
I 51S 12

Z

AD I 6J
1adv

~A,Z!H Z

A
I 61S 12

Z

AD I 5J 1I 7G .
~A2!

From Table V and Eq.~A2!, it is possible to calculate the
parton distributions in any nucleus. However, we recomme
to use our results for a nucleus which is rather close to
analyzed nuclei.

TABLE V. Values of the integrals are given.

Integral Type I Type II

I 1 20.0007990 20.1474
I 2 0.008540 20.05297
I 3 2.406 3.768
I 4 1.148 1.583
I 5 0.4777 1.157
I 6 0.1772 0.3629
I 7 0.08326 20.007650
I 8 0.5246 0.5246
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